First Responder Unit is Born on Campus

By Robert Conrad
Editor-in-Chief

Babson Emergency Services is the newest student organization to arrive on the Campus. This group will perform the duties of first responders at Babson, and it consists of seven students who have prior rescue experience.

B.E.S. was formed by students who are active volunteer firemen and/or Emergency Medical Technicians in their respective home communities. B.E.S. currently has three EMT's from Massachusetts and New Jersey; and two additional members training for EMT certification. The EMT course is a preliminary paramedic course that requires over 105 hours of coursework in addition to hospital observation time at a working emergency room. After completing basic EMT certification, individuals are qualified to work for professional ambulance services.

All current members of B.E.S. have a minimum certification in C-Level Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation. B.E.S. also has three volunteer firemen who have attended a variety of courses ranging from EMT certification to firefighting essentials. Dave Gottlieb, Robert Conrad, and Mike Preaveaux, and Jude Colangelo are members of B.E.S. who have been firemen since their high school years. Mr. Preaveaux is pursuing EMT certification this semester along with Chris Preaveaux. Upon satisfactory completion of the EMT course, Mr. Preaveaux and Mr. Kendrick will join Mike Healy, Bart Richards and Jude Colangelo as certified Emergency Medical Technicians.

In the coming weeks, B.E.S. will operate an on-call service by responding to any campus emergency where lives or property are at risk of being lost or damaged. B.E.S. will also be available to assist with any injuries that may occur at athletic events or special events. The members of B.E.S. will be furnished appropriate medical and communications equipment to deal with emergencies.

In addition to responding to active threats to the community, B.E.S. will also act to prevent serious injuries by providing educational services for students. The members of B.E.S. will communicate basic safety precautions to students so that they will be better able to effectively deal with an emergency situation should they be confronted by one.

Babson Emergency Services will work in conjunction with Public Safety at any emergency scene. The Director of Public Safety, Jay Hackett will be the Advisor to B.E.S. At the close of the Spring semester, B.E.S. will have 5 EMT's certified in Massachusetts to augment the 12 EMT's on staff at Public Safety.

Any Babson student is eligible for membership provided they meet certain eligibility requirements. Among these are: previous rescue experience and certification in Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and Basic First Aid. Additional advanced training is encouraged but not required.

Babson Wants its MTV, A.S.A.P.

The Concept of Bringing Cable Television Services to Campus

By Daniel Newman
Staff Writer

HBO, ESPN, CINEMAX, CNN, and yes even MTV may soon be coming to Babson College. In a recent study conducted by a Management Consulting Firm Experience(MCFE) team made up of Matt Alsted, Eric Bedard, and Michael Kanarellis, a strong case is made for the implementation of cable television throughout campus buildings and dormitories.

In the Fall of 1992, the MCFE team conducted a survey of the student body. Of 282 respondents, 84% said they would subscribe to cable television if it was offered. The survey also asked what sort of programming students would like to be included in the package offered. These results revealed that: 84% would like some sort of movie channel offered(HBO, Cinemax, Showtime), 79% claimed they would like some sort of sports channel included(ESPN, SportsChannel, and CNN). 75% would like the package offered to contain all music channels(MTV, VH1). Also worth mentioning is that 33% of the respondents want an educational station included and 26% would like to see an international channel. An all news station(NESN, SportsChannel, and CNN) has also been recommended to be offered within the programming package.

Also taken into consideration are the views of some of the faculty here at Babson. The faculty members surveyed expressed that they would like to see finance, politics and foreign policy, international trade and business, and foreign language programs included in the package of channels. The faculty surveyed stated that a satellite down link would probably be the most beneficial to Babson. Yet, the faculty members also expressed their concerns for aesthetics. They were
Babson Senior Wins Watson Fellowship

By Dylan Klemperer
Staff Writer

Peter A. Kaufman, a Babson senior, was recently awarded a Watson Fellowship to spend a year in Mexico studying the effects of the NAFTA agreement on the automotive industry. He hopes to compare U.S. automotive machinery companies based in Mexico with Mexico's apparel and agriculture industries.

The Thomas J. Watson Fellowship Program was established in 1961. In 1968 the program's directors decided to focus the program on giving graduating seniors the opportunity to initiate a program of their own in a foreign country. These individuals were given a grant of up to $14,000 to initiate their agenda in the span of one year. The Fellowship seeks to enrich students with a taste of a foreign culture while further enhancing their knowledge of a current interest.

Watson Fellows must demonstrate integrity, strong ethical character, intelligence, the capacity for vision and leadership, and potential for humane and effective participation in the world community. Candidates are chosen on the basis of their project proposals, personal character and how well they express their interest on their topic. An applicant's academic record, while considered, does not hold much weight. They are required to submit their proposal and a personal profile in written format to the committee. These documents are reviewed by an on-campus Liaison and a group of faculty members. Finalists are then interviewed by Foundation representatives.

Up to seventy-five Watson Fellows are selected each year and the awards are announced in the Spring. Those individuals who are fortunate enough to receive the award and make their proposal a reality, must maintain contact with the Foundation during their trip. In addition, at the end of their trip the winners are required to evaluate their experience for the Fellowship committee.

Babson students have only been eligible to apply for the Fellowship within the past three years. The program is very selective, allowing only fifty-five institutions to recommend candidates. In the first year two awards were earned by Babson seniors. Nelson Hill and Peter Lazor were chosen. In the second year there were only two nominees with no fellowships awarded. This year, however, there were four nominees and one award winner. The nominees included Sandra Vauch, Leola Schneiderman, Dexter Bachelder, and future Fellow Peter Kaufman. In a recent interview Peter expressed his excitement about receiving the award and the opportunity to travel to Mexico. When considering various factors, such as being away from home for a year and getting adjusted to a foreign language, he felt slightly apprehensive. Much of this anxiety appeared to dissipate, however, as he explained his personal goals for his Fellowship.

Peter is considering pursuing a career in hotel resort management and hopes to gain in public speaking skills by attaining an invaluable asset for this occupation. He also indicated a strong interest in the entrepreneurial opportunities available in Mexico. Above all, he expressed itself and the chance to meet new people seemed to appeal to him the most.

Babson's Watson Fellowship Liaison, Professor Gordon D. Prichett suggested that those students who are interested in applying for next year begin preparing their proposal this spring. He can be contacted at extension 44429 or his office located in Babson Hall 212A. He is eager to hear from any and all prospective junior.

The Thomas J. Watson Fellowship Program is nationally prestigious awards, such as the Rhodes and Marshall scholarships, provides those students who are eager to gain valuable experience, the opportunity of a lifetime. Babson's business students should find the Watson Fellowship extremely appealing. For many it could be the beginning of a successful entrepreneurial experience. Programs like the Watson Fellowship, while bringing recognition to Babson's scholastic excellence, are important to become more globally-minded.

Women Meet The Challenges of the '90s

By Amy Gray
Contributing Writer

Working women of the '90s are facing increasingly challenging situations both in and out of the work place. On Thursday, March 11th several Babson organizations gathered to address the hurdles facing modern women today. Five business women joined the crowd to share their personal experiences and recommend potential solutions to these challenges.

The first speaker, Ann Matteson, VP Human Resources at Fleet Bank, noted the lack of mentors and role models in the business world for aspiring women entrepreneurs. Mrs. Matteson emphasized that, "There is still a long way to go!" in the struggle for equality, but that substantial strides have been made in the last five to ten years. Her advice to modern working women, "While conformity in some situations is often necessary, women can and do make it. Begin with a search for your own mentor." Breda Ryan, President of Breda Ryan Associates, emphasized the need to form a personal network. "Make a list of all the people you know, either from work or friendships, and utilize these contacts appropriately." Another key to survival, she noted, was a healthy sense of humor. "The ability to genuinely laugh at your mistakes and not be overcome by them is priceless." Other recommendations included contacting small businesses who are in need of your expertise, investing in a distinctive image that projects you and your company well, seeking reliable legal help, and setting priorities and limits for yourself.

The following speaker, Donna Fox, President and namesake for The Fox Consulting Group, Inc., introduced her theory of success by attributing it largely to luck, a supportive spouse, and a "clear, compelling vision." Individuals can define their vision by developing a "deep and meaningful understanding of themselves." Entrepreneurs often neglect valuable personal time, such as spending time with family and friends. Ms. Fox attributes this fact to the high level of stress in business owners and entrepreneurs.

Linda Goeben, the only Babson alumna and fourth speaker for the evening, introduced the audience to the concept of "R.E.T.R.E.;" risk management, estate, tax, investments, and retirement planning. Historically, women have found themselves in highly dependent roles in these criteria. In the process of adornishing control, women lose a tremendous capacity for choosing their own pathways and assuming appropriate risks.

Rosemary Houlihan, President of RMH Associates, reported on her incredible perseverance and the power of positive thinking. Although Ms. Houlihan never attended business school she was determined to start her own venture. Daily situations turned out to be vital opportunities towards increasing her knowledge and increasing her tenacity. This is an exciting and challenging time for women in the business world. To learn more about entrepreneurial events please feel free to contact the Babson Entrepreneurial Exchange, Babson Women in Business, or Babson Graduate Women in Business.
By Ahmad Adam
Staff Writer

This year, the Undergraduate Admission Office received over 2,000 freshmen applications, representing a 25 percent increase from last year. Students from 40 different states and 61 countries applied for the 375 freshman-class spots available. This record number of applications represents an overall increase of 38 percent over the last three years. Applications from students of color increased by 38 percent and international students by 25 percent. Overall, the admission staff plans to accept approximately 30 percent of these applications.

Students can now apply for admission through a common application form which provides access to 131 liberal arts colleges and universities.

When deciding whether or not to apply for Practical Training, students should note that only one 12-month period of Optional Practical Training is available during their US studies. This means that if a student uses all of their 12-month allotment during and following a bachelor’s degree and plan to continue to study for a master’s and perhaps a doctoral program, they will not be eligible for optional practical training during or following those graduate programs.

Only two types of F-1 students have those rights restored after they have been used: 1) Students who spend at least a year outside the US and then return F-1 status, and 2) Students who change from F-1 to another status, spend at least a year in the other status and then change back to F-1 status.

In addition, once authorization is granted, it may not be rescinded. This means that after the INS grants approval, unexpected delays in completing degree requirements, failure of a course, inability to find an appropriate job or loss of a job may result in loss of otherwise eligible time to work. If you are not sure if you will meet all of the requirements to complete the degree, you may wish to wait until you are sure before applying; remember you have up to 30 days after the date of completing your studies.

Students may not begin work until they have obtained their I-20 from the INS, 3rd degree requirement of Optional Practical Training has been met, and the degree requirement has been completed. Students may change employers after they have begun authorized employment provided the new job is directly related to the student’s major field of study.

Remember, while INS is processing your application for Optional Practical Training, you may not travel outside the US since they are holding your I-20 ID. Students should feel free to stop by the Student Affairs Office and see Jodi Raybuck if they have further questions.

The word is out! Babson’s next great success is now the talk of the town...
M.B.A. Entrepreneurial Program Tops Harvard

By Suzanne Patmasile
Staff Writer

The March 22nd issue of U.S. News & World Report ranked Babson’s M.B.A. program as 27th out of 268 overall. The rankings were based on five categories including student selectivity, placement success, graduation rate, reputation and overall rank. Student selectivity was based on the following criteria: average test scores on the Graduate Management Admissions Test, student’s undergraduate grade point average and the percentage of applicants accepted. Placement success evaluated the percentage of M.B.A. students who were employed at graduation and those who found jobs within the following three months. The graduation rate was used to give a percentage of the number of students graduating within two years. The reputation was determined by two U.S. News surveys which were conducted this past winter. The first survey was given to business school deans and M.B.A. program directors. The survey asked these advisors to place each M.B.A. program into a quartile based on the school’s academic quality. The second survey was given to 2000 CEOs who represented a cross section of the largest U.S. companies. It asked these CEOs to select the top 20 business schools based on their knowledge of the school’s students and programs.

To encourage more big-picture thinking, a few pioneers, including Indiana University and Babson College, have scrapped the traditional M.B.A. curriculum.-U.S. News and World Report

Babson was ranked 53rd by school advisors and 34th by CEOs. The overall rank was determined by comparing each school’s scores with that of the number one school, in this year’s case it was Harvard University. Babson performed especially well in the area of entrepreneurship, where it was placed number two, beating Harvard University, Northwestern and the University of Pennsylvania.

Thomas Moore, Director of the M.B.A. program is extremely pleased with the results. “I am proud of the faculty and students who have worked so hard to be recognized by their peers” he stated. Starting in September, Babson’s M.B.A. program will have a new curriculum. Mr. Moore hopes this will further enhance Babson’s recognition both in the academic and corporate world.

Multicultural Week 1993

By Claire Contar
News Editor

Babson College will be hosting its annual Multicultural Week festivities starting Friday, March 26 with a Spanish magician’s night in Roger’s Pub. Saturday will feature a Global Volleyball Tournament at 1:00 p.m. in PepsiCo Pavilion where students will compete by representing their respective country or continent. An afternoon coffee break with delicacies from different cultures will precode a lecture on religious diversity Monday evening. Three students will recount their adventures of a trip to Ecuador with a photo exhibition in Hellister 318 at 4:30 p.m. This will be followed by a discussion with professor Kopp on international advertising and marketing.

Students will be able to sample a variety of sweets from different countries on Wednesday afternoon in Trim Dining Hall. The evening will feature a panel discussion and slide show presentation on the current war in the former Yugoslavia. The ‘Dating Game’, to be held on Thursday, is aimed at enlivening students of different ethnic backgrounds for an evening of fun. The finale will take place on Friday afternoon with the Festival of The World. Student from different countries will be able to share their heritage by displaying regional posters and preparing traditional dishes. Students who wish to take part in the festivities can contact Patrick O’Day at the Office of Student Activities.

LSAT·GRE·GMAT·MCAT

WHY OUR STUDENTS SCORE MORE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Princeton Review</th>
<th>Kaplan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At least 3 computer-analyzed diagnostic tests, pinpointing strengths and weaknesses</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class size</td>
<td>15 OR FEWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra help sessions always with a teacher — not a tape</td>
<td>ABSOLUTELY NO WAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers expertly trained by people — not a tape</td>
<td>OF COURSE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Princeton Review
The only choice for test preparation
CALL TODAY!
617/277-5280

Eddie's 617-

BIG-CARS
Student Rentals
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Announcements, Read Em'

Douglas Scholarship For entrepreneurial studies
Babson College announces the establishment of the Douglas Scholarship for Entrepreneurial Studies, part of an endowment program to stimulate, recognize, and reward entrepreneurial initiative among graduate students.

Scholarships include three (3) awards of $10,000 to full-time students and ten (10) awards of $2,500 to part-time students, annually. MBA candidates will be evaluated on demonstrated ventures in entrepreneurship and on written essays about their pursuits in the field.

Attention International Students
All international students need to fill an income tax return even if they did not earn money during 1992. A Tax Workshop will be held by Chris Henessey on Thursday, March 25th at 6:00 p.m. in Trim Hall 203. All are encouraged to attend.

Attention Students With Disabilities
A Babson MCFE team has been chosen to the review the American Disabilities Act as it relates to the student services provided by Babson College. We need your input to recommend an effective plan of action. Confidentiality is guaranteed. Contact Ed or Mike at ext. 5148 or Box 666 or 1595.

We need your help in order to make a difference.

Student Business Initiative Awards
A $1,000 cash award will be presented on Founder’s Day, April 14, to a student business owner. Applications are available at the office of Alumni Relations in Alumni Hall or at the Student Government Office in Holliston. The deadline is March 26 at 5:00 pm.

Founder’s Day Ceremony
Founder’s Day induction ceremony will take place on April 14 in Knight Auditorium at 1:00 pm. Panel discussion with the entrepreneurs will be held at 3:00 pm in Knight Annex 101 and 102.

Nominations For Babson Governing Body
Each year the Committee on Members seeks to fill vacancies in the governing body of Babson College, which consists of 100 person corporation. Each year the Committee nominates a recently graduated Babson Alumna or Alumnus to the Board. The nominating process is an open one. Suggestions can be addressed to Slide Goldstein & Manello, 265 Franklin Street, Boston, MA 02110.

Your Scholarships May Be Taxable!

Boston students should be aware that a portion of their scholarship or fellowship may be taxable. “Any qualified scholarship or fellowship grant is tax-free only if you are a degree candidate. The money used for tuition and fees, books, supplies and equipment is not taxable,” said Gerard R. Espenlaub, Boston IRS District Director.

Any amounts used for other expenses, such as room and board or travel, are taxable and must be reported as income in the year received. “Payments for teaching, researching or other services are also taxable and must be reported as income even if the service is needed to complete degree requirements,” said Espenlaub.

Scholarships and fellowships awarded to students who are not degree candidates are fully taxable and must be reported as income in the year received. IRS Publication 923, “Scholarships and Fellowships” will help you determine whether or not your scholarship is taxable. To obtain a copy, visit your local IRS office or call toll-free 1-800-829-3676 (FORM 1099).
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**Coleman South**

Rocky OB is mad because Adriar rejects him. Molly where are you going to live next year? Jamie, completes his third substance free weekend. Rich and Jude take a 3 hour joy ride. Hey Bodge, get Shorty, cereals? Hey Samo, nice door. How come everyone staring at Klaidas? Hey Bryndal, Car Care tip? NOT!!! Are those two roommates? Where did Gene go? Visco, why did you ask the overnight to stay another night? OB take a break. Shorty and Klaidas, you have to take outfitting lessons from Lisa. Klaidas doesn't get to play shortstop. Destinated Drunk Driver = Bob. Jagerbob. Wasted away in Myrtle Beach (oh, I mean Margaritaville). Hey Klaidas did that hotel have vacancy or no vacancy, I can't tell. Routine when does the birth of the cabbage. Visco tries to be an EM. Who wasn't supposed to go to the wet T-shirt contest. Food Line: Blahlahlahlah. Bob, next time you spilt make sure it's outside the car. Adam, how was the Framingham Beach Resort? Hey Bryndal and Klaidas could have bought 308, $2.55 drafts with the money those guys wasted on 7 coolaid pitchers. SHUDUP Visco. Hey Jimmy were you focused on sliding into second? Baltie can drive the Grand Prix. Hey OB, how is the nunstroke doing? Masco didn't do anything on break, Too bad. Preety's back!! Lumberjack Bodge!! Rousseau, you can't sleep on the balcony!! Day, you do want to die!!

**South**

It's going to break, do not worry tomorrow will be better. Need to come up for air, call the Coast Guard. You need to try harder. My route is better. Get ready, this weekend, it will be easy. Which way do we go? Cancelled plans. What a hammer!! All those who made it had a great break. Where did all those bradics come from? South partying early this week. We should conduct those Framingham men into South. Congratulations Jordana.

**North Girls**

DNA takes the title of "Kissing Bandit". Cancun girls love West Point boys. Never vacation with a tool. Dari surprises all. Ali, didn't even kiss a fellow? why so mellow? Andrea, Denia, Dana, and Allison take a midnight dip with an audience. Lex team did you ever leave? Denise, how was the ride? Peacock, nice wheels! Who brought the native girl back? Happy Birthday Monica, sorry about the blizzard. Thanks for the hospitality in Florida. All trips would have been more of a success without the rain. We are all back and ready to party this weekend!!

**Publishers**

Spring Break relatively uneventful. Miles gets runner by Murph, typical NY driver. Snow was great, Colorado was nicer then Florida. Day Bag gets knocked out by the American Gladiator. Hocki tries skating & continues trillion with Woody. Lewin enjoys two weeks off and plans another vacation trip. Woody enjoys Florida san this weekend. Warming temps mean more beer to cool off. Where's Pete, this is his column.

**Forest**

Helloooo Forest! Did everyone have fun in Cancun? Danny, Bill, Cliff—did you drink enough? Hey Cookie enough with the Bee Gees already? "I" showed Jeff the moon this week. Hey Jeff, Jeezeeeeceeeeee!!!!!!! Is that really three layers?? Hey red headed boy having trouble with door handles lately? Hey Pete! Welcome! You haven't heard nothing yet. Next week's ALL Eddie Grant!! George, hope to see you there; Bring Gate and the gang!!! Lee's secret love for Neil Diamond comes out!! Funky Rock and Roll forever!! Jeezeeeeceeeeee!!! Eathen had two girls from the suites stay in his room for the weekend! Hey Kovacs, I think there's someone in your room. Vic we miss ya. Hey Gill!! HIP HOP HORA!!! HO!!

**Piez**

How about that Spring Break weather? Purner Burnar. Ode to Clinton & Earl. Kim plays nurse. Heide sees a fish—we see sand. (33 ank cick-22 quack, quick-44 hubba-hubba-Bingo Lingo) (dennis delight-darshel delight-Miami Vice) Sit down the drill is not over. Go to your master (must not station). Hocus Pocus—well forget the Hocus. I am not intoxicated, I'm liberated, Shirley,you must be joking. Biggo-not! Yankee Doodle wants town and Kandy Kayne yoked on him. Rudin an next time you punk, don't do it at the dinner table—follow KK and do it on the promenade deck. Swartz/Rudman who's got the tickets? Rudman keep lipping those fingers. I wish I were one of them. Swartz/Clinton told me he gave you the info. And no I do not want the special of the day. Wait! I'll go $23.50. Rudman and Lombard take tanning 101 and fail. (Wax on Wax off—Noroxema on Noroxema off). Who won the fried egg contest? Hey manor girls ask Bethany about the President. Did Clinton feel you like a banana or did you salute him? One is silver and the other's gold? Penny Nickel Quarter Dollar. Give praise and thanks to Jah! Just rub your belly, ask your Daddy, don't worry, don't wait, don't whine. Florida was colder than Boston! The "Babson Boys of Summer" went 5 and 2! Congrats boys! Despite the weather it was fun...how can you hate a vacation that ends with a Thursday going for 3 for 5 and a Friday going for 3 for 5? When the snow melts go down to the lower fields for some great games. Sal will be there as loud as ever...He has nothing else to do now! ? Question: "Are oranges named after the color or is the color named after the fruit?" Submit answers to Mr. Bill or Inside the Beaver.

**Central**

Sunshine Pierces the heart of Andrea...Hey Aimless where did the rip in the comforter come from, Simon?...First floor girls are pitiful...Hey Nick, where did you hide your car...Then, Morte throws harder than you...SoCo challenge, Kenny leaves early...Luci, where you at!! For spring break? Wellesley Hills!!! Hey Johnny, did you give her a smooth for me...Hey Shaggy!!...How's the dilemma dude?? How about lent Dan, the quickest 40 days of your life...Amy, want some more fries...Miguel, don't hurt your back kissing her...Mirella, do they hurt this week...Tony, get on the plane for Tampa, Not England...Party starts after Miguel and Joe leave, right...Thol and Farris share everything...Miner get out of the closet...X loves the sneaker...Zsuze you need glasses, but your every woman...Amy you going to squat your room...Ross the room next to Amy is open. Does anyone remember the weekend? Sarah is the new wall washer. 3rd floor takes a trip Around the World. Jethro, thanks for the decorations. Who is Rich? For spring break?...in the mosh. Sarah...what was in that drink? Linda had her share of everything. 310 has a baby. JB, Rosco moves back to 307. Has anyone seen Lisa? Julia, did you find Shelley yet? Dean gets a roommate. John...how come it’s white? Amy’s back. Sam and Heidi go swimming...party stoned after. Miguel, what’s for dinner? 316 has an abundance of pickles. Happy late birthday to Greg and Linda.

**South Basement**

Time for another South Basement Update, Jamaican style. We're back, and as Mills put it, "I just found out that I can do more in one whole country than I can do in my own hallway." Time to relive some memories, (or lack thereof) from last week. Hey Greg, where's your GT? Luch, where's your ex? Mills, where are your pants? You have left them in one of those dozen or so Red Stripes you drank. Hey little man, quit your bitching, it's a third world country. Speaking of the little man who owned you mentally all week long? My guess is the entire populace of Montego Bay. Hey, how are your holidays? No name will be
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Putney Hall
A little floodage. Just preparing everyone for the beaches on Spring Break or making up for the lack thereof. Lee-RPA! You know what that means. Thanks for the donuts. Lynne and Lisa traded in their shower shoes for swim flippers. "Do they call him Charlie?" Seano, Lorraine enjoyed getting her hair cut with you. Ha. Did the people who say they went to Florida really go? They don't have tans. For all of us who stayed home, it was like winter break all over again. Seam had a mutant experience. Putney's back but not yet in the swing of things.

McCullough
Florida was cold and wet. So what? It wasn't home or school!! Cancun was hot and wild, except for 48 year olds. Rum didn't go away but she is more tan than the Florida wonderers...Tan in a cam? Connecticut was fun eh? Hull departs early for the rock only to wish he was back in Connecticut with the boys.

"I'm convinced I need two picks in the first round!" Cindy made sure Tim did his job...it was Cindy's vacation not Tim's. Are the ear rings new boys or did you just visit a jewelry store over break? Is it me or is it a long ride to Florida and an even longer ride back, pal? Storm of the century...my butt. Nothing can stop a bunch of horny college kids from finding a good time. Case in point: When the going gets tough, the tough pull over into a parking lot. Hull, did you get the license plate off of the truck that almost ran you down? Neither rain nor sleet nor snow will stop Kevin Geary from finding a place to sleep—except for screaming bags that force Roussin to take the bed on wheels. Is it possible for Joe Rizzo to drink anything without looking like the star in a cereal commercial? Seven. Hey, did anyone see members of A 5-6 with Robin Leach on last week's episode? Four. Coming next week to a theater near you...Tonight's special is basted turkey over an open flame. News Flash: Joey the Greek gives 3 to 1 odds Maisano can't finish his cutlet sandwich.2 to 1 it falls apart.

New From Apple
Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller: the perfect Macintosh system to fit your budget.

Two inexpensive combinations that will help you survive even the most grueling semester.

Introducing the most affordable color Macintosh system ever. The new Macintosh Color Classic computer gives you a sharp, bright Sony Trinitron display, built-in audio, file sharing, networking and more. And the new compact Apple StyleWriter II printer delivers stunning, laser-quality output while still fitting within your budget. See this new system today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing, as well as service during college! And the power of Macintosh. The power more college students choose. The power to be your best.

For all of your computer needs visit the Babson College Computer Store or call 239-5516

©1993 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, and Apple Line are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Babson College is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. Babson is a registered trademark of Babson Corporation.
Color Me Blue

By Mark Underwood

Well, my fellow Babsonians, as your most recent ex-President I figured I would go out with a bang and give you my opinions on all the stuff I have encountered in my travels through Babson and good guys, deserve extra vaca-
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Gerald “Sal” Salvatori
Ex-Presidential Address

about how good they have it with these guys. Most of them are really cool. The one that stands out from my mind among a few good officers, is Andy Walker. Since being at Babson, I have built a good friendship with them. They don’t even see real class act.

Professors (Faculty): B

We have some great professors here. Some of them have no clue. I really hate the “no attention” policy we have here, as some of my classes have had sign-in sheets. All of my classes have had class participation points that have gotten as high as 50%. A great one is Policy Formulation. If you miss a class you have to write a 3-page paper. Ooops, I missed a few of these. I’m glad there is no attendance policy here.

How about professors who seem to have no clue of how to convey information. I’ve had quite a few of those. You sit there and listen to them stutter, you peer over their shoulders to see what they are doing, and you try to focus on the material. It’s not really the right zone. I have some great professors that have helped me learn and enjoy a seemingly otherwise less interesting class. I would like to recommend a few professors to you. If you can come out of your way to take a class with them:

Jim Hoopes is in the history department. Great guy with a good sense of humor. He keeps you in the class. He keeps his stuff. And Jim does more than his share outside the class room to help build a bet-
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judgement thing that I think is sometimes ignored.

Administration: C+

I think the most part they are understanding people. I know students often complain about dealings with adminis-
trators but they are nice people if you get to know them. Un-
fortunately, I think some ad-
mis-trators could use a public relations seminar. Dealing with
people seems to be a staff weak-
ness for some. Don’t get me
wrong some of those admin-
istrators are personable and
charismatic enough to run for
office and get 90% of the votes.

The one administrator I have enjoyed working with the absolute most is Dick Bishop. I love talking to him. He is hon-
est out of all of them and gets a shit done without the BS. Dick is a great guy over at Special Events and I highly recommend working
with him if you ever have the chance.

Athletics: B

I think we have some of the best teams in D3. Look at all
our high finishes. ECAC’s, CAC, New 8, Regionals, States, Nation-
al Champions. That’s pretty good. They don’t have much fan sup-
port. When the bulk of the
campus goes to a game, it is at
the end of a road at the end of
the season’s journey. Pick your
favorite sport and go. Twenty people
to one sport would probably
be only a few hundred members
of the community. Go see your roommates/hallmates, at
least.

I think Director of Athlet-
ics, Steve Sterling, is doing a
good job in a tough situation.
He took a lot of heat for cutting
the ski team and the squash
team, but he had budget con-
straints, and spent a lot of time
with a lot of people trying to
make this tough decision. I
have never had a problem deal-
ing with him. His door seems to
be always open.

Phone Office (Babete): D-
I hate dealing with the
phone office. It seems to take a
baseball bat to get anywhere
with them. I love getting
charged for calls from exten-
sions I have never heard of,
only to be questioned by the
phone office to see if they re-
ally are my calls. Yea, I’m
calling Nome from a freshman’s room four times a
day for a week. Why the hell wouldn’t I call from my room? Why about
getting charged for three rings? Yes ma’am, I am sure I did
not hang up on the analysis
machine 37 times last month.
The one thing that really bugged me was when I got back here in
September. As SGA President, I
was supposed to come back a
little over a week early. When I
get here I had no phone. “Well
code. So, cheerfully I walked
and his school’s food service
was ranked third from the worst
in the country. Carl Clinton
and Stan Parfitt deserve a pat on the
back and a day to sleep in for
their incredible efforts.

Students: (That means you) B-
Sorry! You’re intelligent, athletic, outgoing, and often
apathetic. Go to the lower fields
and meet a bunch of guys. Go to the upper
fields for a woman’s lax
game. Five fans there? A new
record! Get out there, the games are
interesting and competitive.

The one thing that really bugged
me was when I got back here in
September. As SGA President, I
was supposed to come back a
little over a week early. When I
get here I had no phone and no code.

You’re friends are out there
playing their asses off.

How about all the organi-
izations that have about 12
people at their speakers and
meetings. Don’t be a dummy;
resume builder, if you’re going
to join, participate. If you get
involved (as in off your couch,
put down the sega controller,
pull away the potato chips, and
do it), you can find the place
a ball of a lot of fun. Plenty to
offer and not much taken ad-
vantage of.

Remember, you don’t have
to leave campus to have fun.
You can create your own or
participate in the planned
and programmed events. Just in
case you weren’t sure, Knight
doesn’t close down at 11:00; it
closes at 12:30. Stick around,
the music is already paid for.

Student Government: A-
You, well that maybe a bi-
ased view, but have you ever
taken an issue to the Executive
Board and not had it taken care
of by your satisfaction? Maybe
you didn’t necessarily get your
way, but your problem was
acted on, administrators were
contacted and met with, and
then you were promptly notified of
the results.

You have Representatives
to the House that you elected in
September that you should con-
tact if you have any problems
you want solved. You also
have Senators who represent your
organization. Do you know
who any of these people are?

Students were appointed
to every committee that requested
student input. Published a list
of these students in the Freep
last semester. If you have a
problem you can address it to
their specific committee.

The SGA, as many other
areas of this community are, is
here for you.

My own misc. observances: You grade it.

I think that in order to build
a better Babson community, we
eed to get people more in-
volved with the campus. I think
that freshmen should not be
allowed to have cars. This will
make them more campus de-
pendent. I think that as you get
older, you should get more pref-
ervences, when possible. Classes
for fryer/fryor should be sched-
uled in the best time slots, later
than 9:30 and not on Fridays.
They should be held in
closer rooms, like Tomasso instead
of Knight. How about only se-
iors can park in Coleman lot?
Well, maybe that’s going too
far.

How about the ignorant
people who leave their trays in
Trim and their trash in the Bull
Pen (Central Lounge)? What
lossers!

Instead of having areas in
the new dorm designated for
cultural living, how about this:
Have Camfield and Keith des-
ignated for tower living. Each
of the four fraus and two So-
rorities each get a tower, and
with the remaining two have
cultural/international/language
housing. Leave the rest up to
the lottery system. That gives
each Greek organization rooms,
close to a house as they will see
at Babson any time soon, a
lounge for meeting and hang-
outting, and some visibility
and tangibility with the campus. It
may promote even more Greek
pride and participation.

When is Cable getting
here? I was told September
’93. When is the Globe going
to be done? I was told March
’92.

Babson is not rich in tradi-
tions. The students should try
to hold on to what they can.
Founder’s Day is a big tradi-
tion here and this year it is
getting chopped up. There is
nothing left and it can eliminate
at a lunch ceremony. What
type of tradition is that? Let’s
do lunch. The Ball is another
one. Make sure that is every-
thing you want it to be. SGA is
in charge of planning and run-
ing it. Talk to them. Do you
want an annual Oktoberfest?

Talk to SGA! Do you want
a kickass homecoming? Will you
go to the bonfire this year to
support your teams? Will the
athletes go and support them-
selves?

The last thing I’d like to add is some of the policies that
are so dumb it drives me crazy. We have a policy for
everything. How about this. On the door to every dorm
building, it says this is private property. Yet we can’t have
open containers in the halls because they are public areas.
But because this is a private dorm you can’t use
door alcohol. Is that an oxyno-

I think we need to throw
out all the policies and start
over. Then, implement the
policies we need to have a happy
community. I don’t think what
we have is totally necessary.
We are over policed and
wrapped in Red-tape. Do some-
thing about it Babson. Don’t
complain.

It’s all up to you Babson.
It’s your school. It’s your col-
lege experience. Talk to your
government. (X-4330) Make
a difference yourself. It was
a pleasure serving you and I
hope I didn’t disappoint you with
anything I did or didn’t do.

For those of you who disagree with me, I’d be happy to hear
from you. Write me to (box 2427) or
to the Editor. I respect your
opinion as much as you respect mine. It feels good to be
done and have some free time now.
I’m going across the hall with
an open beer.

The Babson Free Press
Photo Essay:
Where were you during the blizzard of '93?

1. Ann Marie Helmer 94
Getting myself a first class ticket to Ft. Myers, Florida by crying at the airport.
Kara Cooney 94
On the sunny beaches of St. Martin-sipping a pina colada and laughing at everyone back in the states.

2. Jason Miller 94
New Hampshire College-Finding the bottom of a bottle of Rum.

3. Neely Sabet 93, Mark Dresner, Ian Pratt 94
We were all at the Stud's interview in universal Studios Florida.

4. Scott Gentile, Eric "Filth" Deliasanta 93
We were smuggling in a van!

5. Waffle 94
I was taking a short jog.
6. L-train 94', Thal 96' Snowed in with beer rations.

7. "Juice" Manning, Mick Thompson 93' We were searching for our long lost cat Dave. We lost him last winter!

8. Hung Luong 95' Sleeping


10. Cy D. 93' Heading south with "Squeeze" having Barley Breakfast at 6 AM to Myrtle Beach.
The Chief Complains...

It was a great Winter, I mean Spring Break. I could hear the Babsonites laughing all the way from the Caribbean at the few soles who were stranded here because of the “Blizzard of ’93”. I sick of this snow, I want to see the grass and trees grow. Bring on the Days of ’89, Spring Break was surely too short. Many other schools have two weeks for spring break, who otherwise follow the same calendar as we do. There are so many things that are perturbing; and consequently distracting to students at this institution. Today the sidewalks weren’t even cleaned and I had to walk in several inches of snow to get to class at 7:45 am. I’d like to find the person responsible for scheduling a class at that hour. I haven’t quite decided whether they should suffer from water torture or electric shock treatment. Perhaps both will suffice, after all water does wonders with electricity! The utilities here are also annoying. The heat is not always working, especially in the middle of the night, when a cold chill reminds you that you cracked one of the windows when it felt like 50 degrees out. Of course the heat works then, but not when the temperature dips back into the ice age at night. Speaking of Knight, I’m sick of seeing that place the same way every weekend. The least someone could do is to charge the decor. Trim really sucks. Thearks are never done to the proper degree, and the shrimp have too much bread on them. Where does Marriot get these shrimp? The class work load here is too heavy, I’m going to graduate from here with a bunched back. Those classes here are really ridiculous. You don’t have the selection a student should have for $23,000, and the lottery system does nothing to benefit students. If I wanted to gamble, I would be attending UNLV. Who the hell scheduled a class for 7:45am? Trim doesn’t even open until 7:15am. How the hell am I supposed inhale my breakfast that quickly. It doesn’t even resemble a breakfast lately anyway. I am sure sick of seeing cereal and waffles every morn- ing, simply because I like to occasionally sleep late. The waffle cookoffs aren’t even working right anymore. And people at Trim don’t even pick up their trays after they eat. What slobs. There isn’t anything to do here. This place is boring.

We should damn well have cable T.V. here.

Don’t find fault until your ready to find a solution.

Robert Conrad

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor,

I would like to respond to the letter titled "A Peter Settel fan" in the last edition of The Babson Free Press. I believe that the letter does not deserve a response, however, I believe it is so off base that the situation deserves clarity.

The author’s ignorance is only over-shadowed by his or her cowardice for not signing the letter. If you intend to criticize Carrie, then identify yourself and be a man (or a woman)

The first part of the letter criticizes Carrie’s spirit and participation in college functions. What is school spirit? Spirit comes from a sense of pride and excitement for the school and manifests itself in many different ways. Mr. Settel chooses to be active by watching and cheering our soccer and hockey teams. This is very admirable. It is also interesting that many of his friends are on these teams. Could it be that Petermay want to see his friends play and enjoy the sports? Mr. Settel also spends time at the Pub and at Knight Auditorium. This too is commendable. A great number of Babson students frequent these places. Does this qualify a Knight Auditorium party goer for the office of SGA President. I don’t think so. The letter also states that Mr. Settel is part of the Deci- sion Board. This position deserves recognition not only for its importance but for the time it takes to participate in these meetings. Also it happens that members are appointed by the President of SGA, possibly Tom “Cecil” Lapointe—a soccer player and hallmate. Carrie Basler, on the other hand, shows her school spirit through hard work and dedication. I know this because I have had the privilege of working with Carrie as a member of the Residential Life Staff, College Judicial Board, and several other committees. Carrie might not be seen at Knight Auditorium dancing — this is because she probably help set up the event, is working in some other capacity for the event’s success, or is busy with other responsibilities. Carrie has spent long hours in meetings arranging programs with administrations and other students to ensure her responsibilities as President of CAB were exe-
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Babson Women’s Lacrosse Team Visit the Land of the Shaq

By Gwynne Cleary
Contributing Writer

This spring break the women’s lacrosse team had quite an experience, travelling to Florida and playing teams from all over the U.S. The trip was the first journey for Women’s Lax coach Linda Smirnoff as it would be a great pre-season experience for the young team.

After four weeks of pre-season and extensive fund raising, the team was prepared to take on Orlando. The team was delayed four days due to the blizzard and arrived in the sunshine state late on Tuesday night. However, the weather proved to be a nuisance all week long.

Babson scrimmaged Gettysburg College and Dennison University in the pouring rain. Both teams were challenging, but the Beavers managed to come out on top.

Later in the week, the Beavers faced off against Amherst College, Connecticut College, and College of Wooster. The Beavers were triumphant over Wooster and Amherst, but were ousted by Conn, due to the loss of some key players.

The warm weather experience is one that will prove to be beneficial for the team because they do not foresee getting onto the snow covered fields for a while. When the snow melts show your school spirit and come cheer on Babson Women’s Lacrosse.

See you at the fields.

One-on-One With Celtic Dee Brown

By Scott Sarian
Staff Writer

Dee Brown is not your typical Boston Celtic. Wearing an earring, driving a flashy BMW, and slam-dunking are things rarely seen in a Celtic, but are all true about Dee. He has fit in as well as the Celtics’ point guard, though, which is all that matters. I caught Dee following practice before the team’s incredible West Coast swing, and we discussed the current standings of both he and the team.

Dee Brown has been involved in the Celtics’ recruiting door at the point guard spot. John Bagley and Sherm Douglas have shared time with Brown, but Dee has started the majority of the games. Brown says he enjoys the competition for playing time, and he remains very friendly with the two other guards despite the on-court competition. The competition, he says, can only improve his game.

Brown tried to tell me exactly what it is like being in the NBA. Dee said he considers himself a good player, but feels there is always room for improvement. In a league where the competition is so tough, he can never be completely happy with his game, or there will be problems.

The Celtics will be making the playoffs, but there will be several tough teams standing in the way of the Celtics’ quest of a 17th championship banner. Dee feels there is no one specific spot where the Celtics are weak, but that the team could use extra work in all areas to go far in the playoffs.

When Dee Brown won the 1991 Slam Dunk Contest, he became a nationwide celebrity overnight. He became a hero for his responsibilities as a role model.

We all remember the incident with Dee and the Wellesley police when Brown first arrived in Boston. Dee told me he has no hard feelings toward the police, and continued living on Forest St. for a while after the ball, he hopes to be able to do something in the field of his majors, but also said he hopes his basketball career continues for a long time before he must worry about life away from the NBA.

Dee is having the best year of his career. He has established career highs in virtually every statistical category, and appears set for a long, enjoyable NBA career. Dee also has done promotional work with Reebok, including his own line of Above The Rim sneakers. Dee is one of the friendliest players in the NBA, and should he continue to keep his head on straight, he will soar to higher heights than those we have yet to see.

Sports
Trivia Question of the Week

The upcoming Major League Baseball season will mark the 20th anniversary of the designated hitter rule in the American League. Who was the first designated hitter, for which team did he play, and what was the result of his first at-bat? You must answer all three questions to win the pizza. Good luck. You’ll need it.

The first four people to call Derek at 254-68 after 7:00 P.M. on Thursday with the correct answer will win a medium pizza with two toppings and a Coke compliments of Domino’s. If there is no answer, please leave your response along with your name and telephone number. Good luck!
Sal's Rotisserie Corner

By Sal Salvador
Staff Writer

Welcome, my friends, to the all new Rotisserie Corner! This is my first, and perhaps last (if Fink doesn't like it), issue of my baseball thoughts for the Fantasy League! I have an announcement to make to these of you who are new readers of this column. I am no longer going to write one article on the way right now. The opinions I express in this article are mine that I have derived through extensive research and personal mental dwelling. All sources that I reference or quote in this article are professional or enthusiastic that have a valid point. I agree with or have a basis of thought that I must ridicule.

Well, for those of you who don't know what Rotisserie Baseball is, I'll do my damnedest to briefly explain it to you. First, you can play Rotisserie in any sport. I choose baseball. You can play at any level of any sport. The league my friends and I belong to is based on the Major League Baseball's American League. 

Supposedly the purest form of Rotisserie Baseball requires all team owners to bid on players. You, as an owner, are given a certain amount of money to spend. It doesn't have to be money. It can be any type of units: dominoes, shoes, empty coke cans, etc. This is only meant to be the most fun and professional sounding unit. As a player comes up for bid, the highest bidder obtains the player for his team for the season or until you trade or release him. This system takes place until all teams' rosters are filled. When you run out of money, you're done bidding.

Another way to play is to give everyone a sum of money based on their major league salary. This prohibits one team from stockpiling all superstars for their payroll would be $150 million.

The way my league (the Atlantic League) operates is much simpler. For the first draft we held two years ago, we drew numbers and drafted in order until all our rosters were filled. This is much like choosing teams in high school gym. There are no salary rules. Simply, the players are taken in turn until you are left with no choice but to draft scrubs. Remember, though, almost every star was a scrub once, so Pat Listach, Carlos Baerga, or Scott Erikson may be out there waiting to be drafted. (Editor's note: Good point, Sal.)

In the Atlantic League, we have 8 teams: Babashems, Canton Sting, Cooky's Monsters, Durham Bulls, Flaming Homers, Nantucket Knights, Quincy Shipbuilders, and Scranton Scouts. Each team is made up of 22 active roster players and 10 reserve.

There are thirteen position players: 2 catchers, 1 first baseman, 1 third baseman, 1 first or third baseman (called a cornerman), 1 second baseman, 1 shortstop, 1 second baseman or shortstop (called a middleman), 4 outfielders, and I extra player (which can be any position player you want, even a designated hitter (DHF). Logically speaking, the extra player is someone who excels in one or more areas of your offensive team to protect (or keep) 16 players each year (by the choice of the owner) and the remaining six and an extra ten for reserve players. In the event of an injury, they are drafted. Some teams may not have 16 because of trades after protected lists were handed in to our Commissioner.

This week I'll just wet your lips by giving you our league's eight team's protected rosters.

Ron Darling, PR Steve Farr, PR Doug Henry, & PR Greg Olson.


Durham Bulls: CA Tony Pena, CA Ivan Rodriguez, 1B Rafael Palmeiro, SS Mike Bordick, 2B Kelly Gruber, CO Mark McGuire, MM Greg Gagne, OF Jose Canseco, OF Rickey Henderson, OF Shane Mack, EX Julio Franco, PS Kevin Appier, PS Mark Langston, PS Bill Wegman, & PR Dennis Eckersly.

Flaming Homers: CA Ron Karkovic, CA Michael MacFarlane, 1B Kent Hrbek, 2B Lou Whitaker, OF Jay Bahner, OF Daryl Hamilton, OF Kenny Lofton, OF Kirby Puckett, EX Kevin Reimer, PS Chris Bosio, PS Mark Ceballos, PS Kevin Tapani, PS Frank Viola, PR Scott Radinsky, PR Carlos Baerga, PR Wade Boggs, CO Don Mattingly, MM Keith Miller, OF Ellis Burks, OF Chad Curtis, OF Paul O'Neill, OF Dave Winfield, EX George Bell, PS Kevin Brown, PS Chuck Finley, PS Nolan Ryan, & PR Tom Henke.

Canton Sting (mc): CA Chris Hoiles, CA Mickey Tettleton, 1B Paul Molitor, SS Cal Ripken, 3B Edgar Martinez, CO Paul Sorrento, OF Ivan Calderon, OF Juan Gonzalez, OF Mike Greenwell, OF Felix Jose, PS David Cone, PS Jack McDowell, PS Jack Morris, PFR.

The opinions I express in this article are mine that I have derived through extensive research and personal mental dwelling.

I'll add just a few quick thoughts about some players because my draft is this Saturday and I don't want to give away negotiations any of my secrets.
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Pennant Express Derailed In Boston

By Scott Sarian
Staff Writer

Warning: The following article will explicitly depict many details of the Boston Red Sox. Past, present, and future. If you are allergic to stories of actual Sox games, this article will be described. The surgeon general has reported extended exposure to Boston baseball may be hazardous to your health. This article may be inappropriate for younger audiences or those with weak stomachs.

Well, here's my article, the only thing about the Red Sox not your sponsor. Come on, what's with these things. Like the Thompson's Water Seal Double Play of the Game, the Valvoline Siskina Contour, or football's Pocono Weed-Eater Independence Bowl, sponsored by Gillette. Who is the ad director for these things, anyway, Tom? You?

Sorry for the digression. Back to the Sox bashing. How bad is this team? First off, Matt Young is still a contender for a starting role. Need I say more? I will, though. Following "Viole and Clemens and pray to the heavens" duos, there is a question mark about the other 3 starters. Candidates include injured players (Dopson, Darwin, Henke) unprovoked players (Taylor, Hoy, Minchey), and the never had-it-never-will's (Young). Jeff Russell, as predicted here, has failed to produce. The surprise of the bunch could be 24 year old Needham native Brian Conroy, who pitched brilliantly and may pick up the club.

Bill Buckner may finally get a break from bikini tests for his little 1986 boo-boo. John Valentin apparently has attended Buckner's school for fielding and made 5 errors in the first 11 games, with 4 balls going through the 5-hole. Mo Vaughn (can no longer call him Moo) has played very impressively, apparently spending more time at the gym and less at McDonald's. He has improved his defensive skills to a great extent, and is using his bat for reasons other than to attack Mike Greenwell, hitting .452 after 19 games. Scott Cooper looks like he can be a good everyday third baseman, though Wade Boggs will be sorely missed. Mattingly and Boggs in the lineup scares me. A lot.

On to the outfield. Mike Greenwell seems sturdy in left field, and appears on a quest to improve on his warded '92 campaign. Billy Hatcher appears to have stepped up his game in the absence of Ellis Burks. Andre Dawson will assuredly be a team leader in the clubhouse, but a key will be to see if he can provide leadership by example from his perch in right field. Dawson may be seeing extended play, since Greg McWary is not yet ready for the big show.

Behind the plate, Tony Pena will once again be the senior member of the catching crew. One key acquisition may have been Bob Melvin, whose experience and strong arm may be important to the team's youngsters.

The coaching staff may have its hands full with this bunch. Mike Easler as batting coach may be the greatest thing for the Sox since Charlie Lau. His greatest personality will assuredly make him a favorite with the players, who are then willing to listen to his pearls of wisdom. Buch Hobotson is on the hot seat, and upper management will be quick to cut the loose if the team can't produce. Buch supports '91 success at Pawtucket didn't faze him enough for the majors. I hope I'm wrong, but watch for Buch to be replaced by Easler as manager by mid-May.

And now, the 1993 "Why Can't the Sox Get Players Like That" All-Star Team:
1B - Jeff Bagwell
2B - Jody Reed
3B - Wade Boggs
SS - Spike Owen
OF - Brady Anderson
OF - Ellis Burks
OF - Dave Henderson
P - Bruce Hurst
P - Mike Boddicker
C - Carlton Fisk (sorry, Eric Wedge)

A closing thought: hopefully someone can help the bench. Where is Aaron Sele? He has excelled at all levels of the minors, yet I haven't heard a peep about him from Ft. Myers. A late sad note to add. Condolences to the Cleveland Indians, who had two pitchers, Steve Olin and Tim Crews, killed in a Monday evening boating accident. I had met Olin several times, and he was one of the classiest gentlemen in a game which has very few of them. May God be with them both.

GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL $1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE MEMBER WHO CALLS NO Obligation. No cost.
AND A FREE 100O COOLER
For more info: Call:
1-800-932-6428, Ext. 65
Welcome to our article...

This week we were all tired out by our Spring (Winter) vacation, so we decided to interview a very special guest, Fire Marshall Bill Burns. FMB has been voted America's Top Fire Marshall for two consecutive years by Time, Newsweek, People, and Fire Hazard Magazines. We just like him because of his great teeth. He has been fighting fires all his life, but two years ago he became a fire marshal. He also found out he has a great knowledge of unknown questions. He can answer the unexplained. This is how the interview went.

D&C: When did you realize you had this special talent to fight fires?

FMB: Well son, let me tell ya something. When I was a youngster, my dad played these fun games with me like pin the tail on your face, the old shave the back of your legs with a cheese greater game, hold your face in the toilet game, see who could get hit by the most animals with rables, and the best one, hold a body part on the stove game. I soon began to realize that I had this high tolerance for pain because I would always beat my dad at these games. One day while I was at the zoo, a fire broke out. Everybody ran out but the animals stay in. I was only 10 years old at the time and I was just coming off a few stitches on my face from playing the game without fear. Blades. Well, I ran back in there and saved all of the animals. Yeah, so if I had third degree burns on my body and I had my left arm almost torn off by a lion, I saved those animals by going. Within a week, I was playing naked rugby for my grammar school.

D&C: What was the most painful experience of your life?

FMB: Well, I'll tell ya son, there are two incidents that happened to that really were very... pa... pa... painful to me. First, there was that time when I had to stop that lava flow at Mt. Everest, WITH MY FACE!!! Second, there was the time when I had to stop the oil fire in Saudi Arabia, with my tongue. Both times it hurt like the dickens. So ya see, I not only fight fires, but I do other things as well.

D&C: What do you tell the kids at Bubson College?

FMB: Most of the time I just give them a friendly phone call between the hours of 11:00 p.m. and 3:00 a.m. But these kids think that it's a prank and hang up or call me names. Let me show ya something... it's for real. One time last year I called this kid about midnight (don't worry, I won't mention your name Mr. Bill. I wouldn't want to ruin your image.) and was trying to tell him some of the safety pre... pre... precautions to take at Bubson College. He started threatening me and then called me names that were very bad. Well, I got so mad at him that I told him that his mom's glasses were so thick that when she looks at maps she sees little people waving. Then I cursed him to watch out and don't get burned. He was so mad at me he told me that he will never get burned and he knows all about fires. Well, less than a week later he was smoking a cigar and drinking vodka when all of a sudden an ash went into the bottle of vodka and POOFPPPPP... he got burned. So ya see ladies and gentlemen, always listen to Fire Marshall Bill Burns and never swear at him or I'll put out the FMB burnt curse on you.

D&C: What kinds of safety precautions do you tell them to take?

FMB: I just tell them things like: don't use flaming arrows in the halls, don't use your face as a dart board all of these things with broken glass, don't throw umbrella tips on the Twister board and then play naked, don't ever drink nitroglycerin, or don't ever blow dry your hair with a blow torch. So I don't need to talk about fire safety, but any safety.

We then asked some of our famous inside the Beaver questions.

D&C: Why is there a black dot in the middle of bird dropings?

FMB: I tell you something, the black dot is crap while the white stuff is urine. So you kind of get a view outside your window. It all comes out the same hole too. Sure is tasty too, just like Mother Burns.

D&C: Why do dogs come ten to a package and hot dog buns come eight to a package?

FMB: Well because the hot dog companies put hot dog buns in packages of ten, making each package one pound. Hot dogs and buns were never sold together and matched. Now, neither company is going to budge to make even packages. So for now we're stuck. I really love to just flame broil them over the grill with my own fingers. Ha ha ha!!

D&C: What does M&M stand for and how do they print it on the candy?

FMB: It stands for Mars and Murrie and they wouldn't tell me how they print the letters. It's done by machine though. I put the FMB burnt curse on so they will be having a fire soon.

D&C: Why does uncirculated hair spray smell?

FMB: Because of added fragrance and it has it's own scent. Have you ever sprayed it and then light a match with it? WELL, LET ME SHOW YA SOME- THING. That is very, very... de... deadly. It could go right up your nostril and burn your brain. Ever burn your brain? It hurts like heck son, let me tell ya.

D&C: Well FMB, what do you want to tell the students of Bubson College before you go?

FMB: Next time I call, just listen to me and have me come down to your room and inspect it. The guys at 8-2-6 and they are as safe as a male genital in a condom. LET ME SHOW YA SOMETHING. Bye, bye.

(Hey, it's our article.)

Till next time.

---

**Boston Brewers Festival Begins May 1**

*Special to the Free Press*

Beacon Kendall Entertainment and Jonathan Tremblay Productions are pleased to announce the 2nd Annual Boston Brewers Festival, to take place May 1, 1993 at The World Trade Center in Boston.

After a tremendously successful inaugural year, The Boston Brewers Festival will offer beer enthusiasts an opportunity to sample the finest hand finished beers. Fifty or more microbreweries from New England and across the country will be at The World Trade Center pouring their very best. Similar to wine tasting events, Boston Brewers Festival guests will receive tasting sized samples of their choice. The tasting glass will be kept after the festival as a momento of the event.

The Boston Brewers Festival will enhance this year's Festival with some of the finest local and national musical talent available. The renowned World Trade Catering Company will also provide a sumptuous menu, which will be available at concessions stands throughout the center. The Boston Brewers Festival will take place Saturday, May 1st, with the first tasting session beginning at 1:00 p.m. and ending at 5:00 p.m., and a second session will commence at 8:00 p.m. and will conclude at midnight. Admission is $25. Tickets are available at all Ticketmaster outlets, and by calling Concert Charge at (617)973-2000.

The Back Bay Hilton, featuring Boston's first, at 40 Dalton Street, is the official hotel sponsor of the 1993 Boston Brewers Festival. A special Boston Brewers Festival hotel package is available. For more information call The Back Bay Hilton at (617)256-1100.

The Boston Brewers Festival is produced by Beacon Kendall Entertainment and Jonathan Tremblay Productions. Beacon Kendall Entertainment is the leading producer of live entertainment special events in New England. Jonathan Tremblay is the Director of Operations at The Great American Beer Festival, Denver, CO.
Twentieth Century Fox Releases "Hear No Evil"

R.M. Badat and Kathleen Rowell, based on a story by R.M. Badat and Danny Rubin. "Hear No Evil" is released by Twentieth Century Fox.

In the film, director Greenwald adds a new twist to the traditional thriller convention of "cat and mouse": What if you literally could not hear your attacker's approach? How could you remain one step ahead of danger, unsure whether the very sound of your footsteps was giving you away? Making extensive use of Jillian's non-hearing point of view, Greenwald helps make the audience relate to her particular vulnerability.

For Greenwald, the greatest challenge was how to make terrifying and visceral this sense of not knowing what's out there—from Jillian's perspective. But rather than merely "turning off the sound," the director and his team of sound designers have constructed a stylized blend of sounds, silences and images to create the experience of deafness for a hearing audience. The resulting disorientation and panic is caused by the distortion of normal sounds and visuals as by the presence of threatening ones.

Greenwald called upon his own worst nightmares in order to further boost the movie's victim. "Beyond that, Marlee was able to minimize the cast and the film makes to the condition of deafness. And she was able to contribute some important ideas to the script that a hearing person probably wouldn't have thought of."

The cast was rounded out with D.B. Sweeney as Ben, who becomes emotionally involved with Jillian while investigating the murder of a mutual friend; Martin Sheen as the corrupt Lieutenant Brock, and John C. McGinley as investigative reporter Mickey O'Malley.

"While thrillers might first be thought of in terms of mood and pacing and suspense, the best of them have always been driven by strong characters and great acting," says David Matalon, speaking of his cast and their work with director Robert Greenwald. "Robert started in the theater, so the attention he brought to the casting and to working with the actors gave an additional dimension to the performances. Robert has a special touch with relationships on film," the producer continues. "It is this touch which brings out the different dimensions of the loves story contained in the film, and also allows him to address the uniqueness of a relationship between a deaf woman and a hearing man.

"Hear No Evil" is about the terror of feeling powerless," says Greenwald. "It's about deaf woman becomes the unwitting of an unseen stalker.

For Jillian Shanahan, a handicap is merely a challenge to be conquered. A tireless marathon runner and a successful personal trainer, she has made a place for herself in a hearing world that has no room for pity. But now that world has been invaded by a killer who will stop at nothing to reclaim the prize which has unknowingly come into Jillian's possession.

Jillian has an ally in Ben Kendall, who tries to protect her despite her assurances that she can take care of herself. Their two separate worlds collide and the resulting sparks ignite as they join forces to outwit Jillian's adversary.

"Hear No Evil" is a David Matalon Production of a Robert Greenwald Film starring Marlee Matlin, D.B. Sweeney, Martin Sheen, and John C. McGinley. The film is directed by Robert Greenwald and produced by David Matalon, with David Streit as executive producer. The screenplay is by Marlee Matlin just chillin'.

services producer David Matalon. "It's a predicament we can all relate to."

The project began with Greenwald and Marlee Matlin's commitment to work together the relative insignificance of words when it comes to human interaction, and it's about relying on your strengths rather than allowing your weaknesses to defeat you."
Salute to Symphony" Airs on Channel Five This Friday

Special to the Free Press

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, BSO Music Director Seiji Ozawa, and Boston Pops Conductor John Williams will be featured in a special "Salute to Symphony" concert, broadcast on WCVB-TV Channel 5 on Friday, March 26, from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. This concert will feature music from Mr. Williams' scores to "Star Wars," and from Bernstein's "West Side Story," and music of Mendelssohn, Mozart, and Richard Rodgers. Other highlights include behind-the-scenes visits with Seiji Ozawa and John Williams, and a closer look at historic Symphony Hall and the many programs that take up the BSO. The WCVB telecast is part of the Boston Symphony Orchestra's weekend-long community outreach event and fundraiser "Salute to Symphony," which will take place Friday, March 26, through Sunday, March 28. Channel 5's Chet Curtis, Natalie Jacobson, Frank Avrukh, and Dixie Whatley will host the "Salute" broadcast, which will be simulcast on WCRB 102.5 FM. The concert portion of the program will be broadcast at a later date on the Arts & Entertainment Cable Network. This "Salute to Symphony" television program will feature visits with Seiji Ozawa in his kitchen sharing his favorite recipe with Natalie Jacobson, and with John Williams composing his latest film score in Hollywood, as well as a tour of Symphony Hall with Sean Donahue from "Kid Company." In a rare collaboration, Seiji Ozawa will conduct John Williams as pianist, in both the Adagio from Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 23, K.488, and "Tennis Game," from Mr. Williams' score to the film "The Witches of Eastwick." Also on this special program, Mr. Ozawa will lead the Boston Symphony in the Wedding March from Mendelssohn's Incidental Music to "A Midsummer Night's Dream," and the song "One Hand, One Heart," from Leonard Bernstein's "West Side Story" with soprano Patricia Racette and tenor Frank Lopardo as soloists. John Williams will conduct the Throne Room and Finale from "Star Wars," and two Richard Rodgers favorites: "My Funny Valentine" from "Babes in Arms," and "Lover" from "Love Me Tonight." To conclude this concert, Mr. Ozawa will lead the BSO in a surprise tribute to John Williams, who will begin his last season as Conductor of the Boston Pops in May. A variety of unique items, available only through this television special, will be offered to those who donate to "Salute to Symphony."
March 25, 1993

Before we get started, I'd like to put an end to some of the speculation with regards to my true identity. I am not Bill Givin.

Dear Mr. Bill,

I suppose you have been expecting a letter like this... Why are the girls spending so much time girl-bashing? If you ask me, I think that they're just frustrated because they aren't getting any play. Besides, what makes them think that they're anything to write home about? Have they looked in the mirror lately? If anyone sees any male on this campus that can even qualify for stud of the year, let me know. And what's up with the face-fuck and the head-buzz? Five facial hairs do not consti- tute a full beard. And by the way, those face-fuck-choos are far from attractive. Here's an idea: before any of you make a rude comment about Babson's female population, make sure that you are Faw Free. That means zip-free, face-free, pain-free, color-free... and no premature balding either. Also, for those who are wondering, yes, we still do with the same pair of jeans every day. Okay, maybe the drunk girls at Knight do look stupid, but at least they don't have audio- rium and I think you'll notice that the stupidity is equally dis- tracting just as much as the sound saying goes, there are plenty of fish in the sea, but some of the guys here just aren't worth the bait.

The Significant Others

Let's begin at the beginning. No I wasn't "expecting a letter like this." I expect nothing in life. You got disappointed that way. However, I do appreciate the letter and I hope that more chicks write; I'm a nonpartisan kind of guy you know. Any- way, with regards to your let- ter, I think you're right. People in glass houses should wash more often (or something like that). Luckily you asked me. Since I am not subject to hu- man flaws, I can give you an honest response. You seem to be bothered by all the girl bash- ing. If your hypothesis is cor- rect, and it does stem from a lack of "play," rather than writ- ing me a letter, why don't you do something about it? Next time you overhear some girl bashing, sleep with the guy. Tell your friends; I'm sure that if you work hard enough (rem- ember you've got to keep track of freshmam girls at Knight help- ing already), you could make a difference. Come on! I know you can do it!

Dear Mr. Bill,

I have a big problem. Even though it doesn't pertain to drinking, I thought you could help. Yesterday, I was at a diner. While eating my meal, which consisted of fried eggs, French toast, a small glass of orange juice (I hate how diners give you a small glass of O.J.), I noticed a man with a dark moustache walking toward me. After I got out of my car, I decided it was the perfect night for fishing. I'm a fisherman going to the NBA title. They got Charles Barkley, you know. Later, I called a friend of mine to see if she wanted to go to the movies. Buffalo. Orange is my favorite color. I hate mosquitoes. People say I jump around too much during conversations. Washing machines are cool appliances. What do you think?

Someone from Somewhere in Maine

Somehow I feel I could of guessed your home state (and drug of choice) all on my own. Let me first say if I understand everything here. You where at a drive-in movie in Buffalo with a girl, fishing, jumping around while talking about basketball, with those collars that smell so mosquitoes don't bother you, eating dinner at a diner, and thinking about orange appli-ances. What do I think? Maybe you should think about drink- ing.

Some time ago I received an insulting and threatening let- ter (I was shaking), from a certain chickie who did not care for this lovely article of mine. Yesterday, I received a second letter from this honey. As it turns out, this chick wasn't a chick at all! (Please refrain from any lesbian jokes) She, was a he! I had assumed from the effeminate handwriting (the "he" being dotted with a heart and all...), and from her (sorry, his) de- fense of chicks, that it was in fact a chick. I would have hated to insult the real men of Babson by assuming that this being who wrote this, could possess testosterone. I will now show you this second let- ter.

Dear Mr. Bill,

You stupid a-hole! You are such a happy, moronic- head that you imagine anybody taking a position that you're "cutesy" (HA!) ap- proach, exploiting age-old male disrespectfulness for the fairer sex in order to appear hip yourself, means that said defender of the basic dignities of women must be a woman. Wrong at—sicke breast! I am simply a man who is comfort- able around, and actually likes women. And from this stems my disdain for the immature party (you) who is seeking out his own feeble path in the sexual universe, igno- rantly, and publicly, of- fends others who are just reading the lousy piece of s— school newspaper. Believe me, it's bad enough without your innane, inept attempts at comedy. Though you are essentially ignored, and harmless, you should be denied the right to con- tinue to foist the crap you call comedy on a defenseless public. Try working your deep rooted prob- lems in private, it's sure to be less embarrassing to you. Or, you could join a fraternity, where your par- ticular deficiencies may be considered assets as you bask in the (relative) normality of the company of a whole room- ful of dysfunctional. I too call 'em as I see 'em. And you are a misguided little cheeseball. Cheeseball, butt-ugly! A ter- rible label, huh? But since you don't respect an entire gender to resist your tendency to label, why should I? Ever heard the saying: "Wisdom is knowing when to remain si- lent." You have no rights to personal dignity, because you extend no such rights to others. Learn anything? See you on the 1st dark night you're alone, Butt square.

(Big) Bruiser

I'm going to try and keep my response minimal here. Due to certain editors, I am not al- lowed to say how I feel. Look here Bruiser, we got off on the wrong foot. Allow me to make a public apology. I am sorry that you are so offensive. Now that that's out of the way, I got a few things to say to you tough guy. Somehow I doubt that the women of Babson Col- lege have collaborated and elected you their spokesperson. Mascot maybe? or spokesperson...I don't think so. Don't get me wrong. I'm sure that they appreciated your foul mouthed, poorly spoken nonsensical grammatical structures, and use of a thesaurus in place of a mind. The women of Babson (with a few exceptions) can handle themselves just fine. The seventies saw to making chickies strong. So I think it's about time to get a life of your own. Listen here babe (Damn I keep forgetting you con- tinue yourself) I just don't think I would care to meet you on any dark nights. I'm not that kind of guy. For someone who would like to believe they are pretty quick to call for censorship of this col- umn. You don't like it? Don't read it. You don't like the paper! Don't read it. I'm sure this paper can handle the loss in market share if they lose one putz and maybe their boyfriend. You need to get a hobby. Buttsquirt.

See, I kept it short. Listen UP! Anybody else out there want some? Hah! Ha! 'Cause I got plenty for everybody. Assuming that the rest of you got something better to say that's Box #2355. But I'm not here for the sb-1. I'm a sensitive guy you know. I'm here for you; You get a prob- lems? Question you need an- swered? Life that needs fix- ing? Drinking Problems? No problems not drinking? Box #2355. 'Till next time Jerks...

Gimme A Break.
Gimme A Spring Break.

Make Spring Break 1993 THE ONE to remember. Garber Travel can show you how to do it, at the best bargain prices available.

Garber Travel
300 Worcester Road, Natick
655-2100

The Babson Free Press
WOULD LIKE YOUR COOPERATION IN CONDUCTING THIS SURVEY ON ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT. PLEASE CIRCLE ONLY ONE CHOICE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTION # 1</th>
<th>STRONGLY AGREE</th>
<th>STRONGLY DISAGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A basic awareness of environmental issues and management strategies is a necessity for all managers.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTION # 2</th>
<th>STRONGLY AGREE</th>
<th>STRONGLY DISAGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corporate environmental matters can be handled solely by environmental staff.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTION # 3</th>
<th>STRONGLY AGREE</th>
<th>STRONGLY DISAGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumers in the U.S. care about the environmental qualities of products and services and the policies and attitudes of companies from whom they buy.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTION # 4</th>
<th>STRONGLY AGREE</th>
<th>STRONGLY DISAGREE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel that I am environmentally literate and do not need additional instruction or exposure to this area.</td>
<td>5 4 3 2 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INTRODUCING TOGETHERNET— a powerful 21st century communications network dedicated to people, projects, and organizations working "in service to the earth." TOGETHERNET is a computer communications and information system designed to facilitate the flow of information and dialogue between individuals and organizations working for the environment, development and human rights. Babson has the opportunity to implement this fascinating system through the newly established INTERNET. It also has the opportunity become a host for all of Massachusetts. In other words, any individual, company or University which would be interested in TOGETHERNET, would have to deal directly with Babson.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTION # 5</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Would you be in favor of installing TOGETHERNET at Babson?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTION # 6</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Would you want Babson to be a host system?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
United We Stand America
NATIONAL REFERENDUM - GOVERNMENT REFORM

1. Do you believe that for every dollar of tax increase there should be $2.00 in spending cuts with the savings earmarked for deficit and debt reduction? YES NO

2. Should the President present an overall plan including spending cuts, spending increases, and tax increases and present the net result of the overall plan, so that the people can know whether or not the results of the deficit reduction plan are being achieved as scheduled? NO

3. Should the President issue a quarterly, audited financial report to the people so we can know whether or not the results of the debt reduction plan are being achieved as scheduled? NO

4. Do you want a Constitutional Balanced Budget Amendment, with emergency funding limited exclusively to National Defense? NO

5. Should the President have the Line Item Veto to eliminate waste? NO

6. If our government wants the American people to pay more taxes, should it provide leadership by example - all sacrifice begins at the top - by cutting Congress' and the President's salaries by 10 percent and reducing their retirement plans to bring them in line with those of the American people? NO

7. Should Congress agree to term limits that would automatically take effect if the specific debt reduction time table is not achieved? NO

8. Should Congress and officials in the White House set the example for sacrifice by eliminating all perks and special privileges currently paid by taxpayers? NO

9. Do you feel past international trade agreements have caused loss of jobs in this country? NO

10. Should we eliminate foreign lobbyists completely - no loopholes - and make it a criminal offense? NO

11. Should we dramatically reduce the role of domestic lobbyists to provide only information - not money directly or indirectly? NO

12. Should we eliminate political action committees and soft money contributions to campaigns? NO

13. Should laws be passed to eliminate all possibilities of special interests giving huge sums of money to candidates? NO

14. Do you believe that Congress should not exclude itself from legislation it passes for us, and should correct this discrepancy immediately? NO

15. Should major new programs such as health care reform be first presented to the American people in detail, and then tested in pilot programs to prove their cost effectiveness before they are implemented nationwide? NO

16. Should the electoral college be replaced with a popular vote for the Presidential election? NO

17. Was this TV forum worthwhile? Do you wish to continue participating as a voting member of United We Stand America? NO
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Continued from Page 1

With quite a demand that the satellite dishes be installed on the dorms, the natural beauty of the campus will not

The MCFE team also surveyed various other colleges that offer some sort of cable programming. The MCFE team spoke to representatives from Boston College, Bentley College, Boston University, Franklin Pierce College, the University of Pennsylvania, and UMass-Lowell. The team also went out and viewed the cable systems first hand at some of these respective schools. These results are referred to in the MCFE report, as benchmark data. Benchmark data is defined as data used as a standard by which others can be measured, a point of reference (Webster's Ninth Collegiate Dictionary). The benchmark data results show the "overwhelming support of acquiring a private cable system in terms of student/faculty satisfaction and potential financial gains" for Babson College.

The MCFE believes that, in order to get the best return on their investment, Babson College should consider their own private cable system. After in-depth analysis, the MCFE concluded that a partnership with Continental Cablevision would not benefit Babson as much as if Babson constructed its own private system. Babson College would have to pay to construct a satellite downlink for a private system.

The NWS Corporation's bid was estimated at a cost of $35,179. This bid does not include any of the hook up costs, just the cost of the equipment for the discussion. Now, the part everyone is waiting for: How much will each student pay? From the 282 respondents, 82% said they would be willing to pay $10 per month for the service. This means that the estimated cost would be a flat rate of $90 per student for an academic year of service. This amount would be added to each student's room fee for each semester. 

The MCFE noted that, if the system was implemented, this fee would be "assessed" to each student living on campus, whether they really want the cable service or not.

The MCFE was forced to ask themselves: "Is a cable implementation mission critical to the Babson community?" When they collected all the information and weighed all the pros and cons they came to the conclusion that: "The benefits of the system will offer the college far outweigh any disadvantages the service may present." The fate of cable on campus is still undecided, but the MCFE team warns that Babson must act quickly to implement the system if Babson is to reap the benefits from this system. Does Babson College really want its MTV? We'll soon see. Peace.
"Look, Dad!... Snidgets!"

"And then wham! This thing just came right out of left field."

Several times more dangerous than his African cousin, the junkyard shoo offers the ultimate in property protection.